Political Science
Flagship journals:
   American Political Science Review
   Journal of Politics
   Polity
Subfields:
   Political Theory
      Political Theory
      History of Political Theory
      Contemporary Political Theory
   Comparative Politics
      World Politics
      Comparative Political Studies
   American Politics
      American Journal of Political Science
      Political Analysis
      Quarterly Journal of Political Science
   International Relations/International Political Economy
      International Organization
      Review of International Political Economy

Economics
Flagship journals:
   American Economic Review
   Journal of Political Economy
   Econometrica
   Quarterly Journal of Economics
   Review of Economics Studies
   Review of Economics and Statistics
Subfields:
   Finance
      Journal of Finance
      Review of Financial Studies
      Journal of Financial Economics

Anthropology
Flagship journal:
   American Anthropologist
Subfields

Cultural anthropology

*Cultural Anthropology*

*American Ethnologist*

Linguistic Anthropology

*Journal of Linguistic Anthropology*

*Anthropological Linguistics*

Biological/Medical Anthropology

*American Journal of Physical Anthropology*

*Medical Anthropology Quarterly*

Archaeology

*American Antiquity*

*Antiquity*

Environmental Studies/Geography

*Journal of Peasant Studies*

*Environment and Planning*

Psychology

Flagship journal:

*Psychological Science*

Subfields:

Cognition

*Trends in Cognitive Sciences*

*Cognition*

Developmental Psychology

*Developmental Science*

*Child Development*

Neuroscience

*Journal of Cognitive Neuroscience*

*Neuroimage*

Social Psychology

*Journal of Personality and Social Psychology*

Other

*Psychopharmacology*

History

Flagship journal

*American Historical Review*
Subfields by Region & Time Period

American History
- *William & Mary Quarterly*
- *Journal of American History*

British History
- *Journal of British Studies*
- *Past & Present*

African History
- *Journal of African History*

East Asian History
- *Journal of East Asian Studies*
- *East Asian History*

European History
- *Contemporary European History*
- *European History Quarterly*

Hispanic & Latin American History
- *Journal of Latin American Studies*
- *Hispanic American Historical Review*

Modern History
- *Journal of Modern History*
- *Journal of Contemporary History*

Medieval History
- *Speculum*
- *Medieval Encounters*

Classical
- *Classical Antiquity*
- *Dumbarton Oaks Papers*

Subfields by Method & Topic

Social History
- *Journal of Social History*
- *History Workshop Journal*
- *Radical History Review*

Intellectual History
- *History and Theory*
- *Journal of the History of Ideas*

Public History
- *The Public History Review*
- *The Public Historian*
Gender and the History of Sexuality

*Journal of the History of Sexuality*
*Gender & History*

Legal History

*American Journal of Legal History*
*Law and History Review*

Global and Comparative History

*Journal of Global History*
*Journal of World History*

**Sociology**

Flagship journals

*American Journal of Sociology*
*American Sociological Review*
*Social Forces*
*Social Problems*

Subfields

Demography

*Journal of Marriage and Family*
*Population and Development Review*
*Demography*

Education

*Sociology of Education*

Religion

*Sociology of Religion*

Gender

*Gender and Society*

Criminology

*Criminology*
*Justice Quarterly*

Law

*Law and Social Inquiry*
*Law and Society Review*